Nowaday, on demand to reflect the real world, so we have many imprecise stored business data warehouses. The precise data classification cannot solve all the requirements. Thus, fuzzy decision tree classification problem have role is important of fuzzy data mining problem. The fuzzy decision classification based on fuzzy set theory have some limitations derived from the inner selves of it. The hedge algebra with many advantages has become a really useful tool for solving the fuzzy decision tree classification. However, sample data homogenise process based on quantitative methods of the hedge algebra with some restrictions remain appear because of error in the process and not the result tree truly versatile. So, the fuzzy decision tree obtained not always have high predictable. In this paper, we using fuzziness intervals matching an approach hedge algebra, we proposed the inductive learning method HAC4.5 fuzzy decision tree to obtain the fuzzy decision tree with high predictable.
Introduction
The real world is infinite while our language are limited, inevitably appears the phrase are inexact or imprecise. Therefore, in practice, the business data warehouse stored imprecise is inevitable, so the precise data classification can not solve all the requirements. The fuzzy classification problem has been studied by many scientists with different approaches [1] , [5] [6] [7] , [15] [16] , [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . including fuzzy decision tree classification is very interesting, because of the intuitive and effective training model. 1 . Building fuzzy decision tree based on fuzzy set theory, such as: Zadeh LA., Chang, Fullér R., Hesham A, Ishibuchi H., Lee C.S. George, Wang T., Lee H, Wei-Yuan Cheng, Chia-Feng Juang, etc [8] [9] [10] , [15] , [18] , [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Scientists follow this approach has given many solutions approach based on fuzzy set theory combined with neural networks, genetic, support vector machines to solve limitations problems of precise classification. However, there are still encountering the limitations stem from fuzzy set theory: -It is difficult to simulate complete structure of linguistic that people use to reason. Order structure induced on the concepts represented by linguistic values are not shown on the fuzzy.
-In reasoning process, sometimes we need to approximate the linguistic value that is to find a linguistic value that value its meaning with a fuzzy set approximation given, which caused a complex and error for approximation process and depends on the subjective.
2. Zengchang Q., Jonathan Lawry, Yongchuan Tang, have determined the linguistic values for fuzzy data set and building linguistic decision tree (LDT) using the thought of the ID3 algorithm of precise decision tree with the node corresponding the linguistic attribute (LID3) [12] , [13] , [31] , [32] . However: -This approach will give the multilevel tree, there is a large horizontal division at the linguistic node when set the large liguistic values of the fuzzy attribute ( Figure 1 ), so easily become over-curious. In addition, at this node, we cannot use a binary division of the C4.5 algorithm, because not order between linguistic values. 3. An approach based on hedge algebra is proposed since 1990 by N.C. Ho and W. Wechler has several advantages. Because, according to this approach, each linguistic value of linguistic variable is an element of hedge algebras structure so we can matching it.
According to the approach algebras, we can homogeneous fields that data includes precise data and imprecise data. N.C. Ho, N.C. Hao, L.X. Viet, T.T. Son, Long N.V, Nam H.V, [2] [3] [4] , [11] [12] [13] [14] [17] showed semantic quantitative methods could data homogeneous into number value or linguistic value and how to query the data on this field. Therefore, we can to learn classification on homogeneous sample set.
Build decision tree problem can use the algorithms to build decision tree such as C4.5, SLIQ, ... to learn [20] [21] , [23] , [25] with the binary division node is calculated by division point based on linguistic values order and determined the value corresponding in hedge algebra is built.
However, homogeneous method based on hedge algebra semantic quantitative method have some errors, because fuzziness measure of imprecise value is sub interval of [0,1], thus values that approximate can be partitioned in two different sub intervals so different data classification results. Beside, result tree is also difficult prediction in these cases to predict where there is an overlap fuzzy division point. For example, we need to predict this case [x 1 , x 2 ], where x 1 < x and x 2 > x at the fuzzy division node in Figure 3 . In this paper, we will propose a fuzzy decision tree learning method with the heterogeneous training sample set based on fuzziness interval matching method with purpose to minimize errors in the process to predict.
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section, fuzzy interval matching method will be recalled. In Section 3 improvement from the HAC4.5 algorithm for fuzzy data classification will be propose. Section 4 will be devoted to experimental and discuss. Some conclusions will be given in Section 5.
Building a fuzziness intervals matching method based on hedge algebra
Hedge algebra is one approach to detecting algebraic structure of the value domain of the linguistic variable. In view of algebra, each value domain of the linguistic variable X can be interpreted as an algebra X = (X, G, H, ≤), in which Dom(X) = X is the terms domain of linguistic variable X is generated from a set of primary generators G = {c − , c + } by the impact of the hedges H = H − ∪ H + ; W is a neutral element; ≤ is an semantically ordering relation on X, it is induced from the natural qualitative meaning of terms. Order structure induced directly so is the difference compared to other approaches. When we add some special elements, then hedge algebra become an abstract algebra X = (X, G, H, Σ, Φ, ≤), which Σ, Φ are two operators taking the limit of the set terms is generated when affected by the hedges in H. Alternatively,
and Σ x = supremum H(x). Thus, hedge algebra X is built on foundation of hedge algebra X = (X, G, H, ≤), where X = H(G), Σ and Φ are two additional operators. Then X = X ∪ lim(G) with lim(G) is the set of elements limited: ∀x ∈ lim(G), ∃u ∈ X : x = Φ u or x = Σ u . The limitation elements are added to hedge algebra X to make the new calculation meant and so X = (X, G, H, Σ, Φ, ≤) called complete hedge algebra. The quantitative semantics function (ν), fuzziness measure function (f m), sign function (SGN) and the properties of hedge algebra can reference in the relevant documents [2-3]. 
Definition of fuzziness intervals
where |I(x)| denotes the length of I(x) and the notation U ≤ V means that, for ∀x ∈ U, ∀y ∈ V , we have x ≤ y.
ii 
and if sign (h p x) = −1, then
ii) The set
Proposition 1. ∀x, y ∈ X, we determine two the fuzziness intervals I k (x) and I l (y). And then they or without inheriting relation, or relation with each Figure 5 ). 
Then, we said that the sequence of interval [a 1 , b 1 ], [a 2 , b 2 ] is the sequence have two post-preorder relations.
are k difference intervals each other. Then, we always obtained a sequence with k interval from above intervals by post-preorder relations.
Proof. Clearly, for each k difference intervals each other, such as: [a 1 , b 1 ], [a 2 , b 2 ], . . ., [a k , b k ], we always find interval [a i , b i ] of sequence, where a i = = min(a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n ).
If there are many intervals [a j , b j ], i = 1..k and a j = a i then we will select interval [a i , b i ] is a interval that b i the smallest of value b j . The selection b i always only to finding, because intervals is given difference each other. Thus, if a i = a j then b i = b j (by the Definition 2).
After to finding the first interval [a i , b i ] of the sequence, we continue to finding the second interval, etc. After k step to finding and sorting, we obtained the sequence with k interval that elements of the sequence are sorting according to post-preorder relation.
3. The HAC4.5 algorithm for fuzzy decision tree data classification problem
Introduction
The C4.5 algorithm is improved by Quinlan [32] . The C4.5 algorithm, at each node of the tree, C4.5 chooses the attribute of the data that most effectively splits its set of samples into subsets enriched in one class or the other. The splitting criterion is the normalized. The attribute with the highest normalized information gain is chosen to make the decision.
Because fuzzy attribute of the training sample set have partitived according to the fuzzy interval is a sub interval of [0, 1], and domain of value are sorted linear order according to post-preorder relation. We can compare to divide threshold of the this set of value at any interval I(x) = [I a , I b ] ⊆ [0, 1] similarity as continuous number values in the C4.5 algorithm.
Finding threshold to allow split based on information gain ratio of thresholds in D at that node. Information gain ratio of thresholds for attribute A is number attribute in D at that node.
Suppose that attribute A is a fuzzy attribute have partitived according to the fuzzy interval and there are k difference intervals already sort order according to post-preorder relation:
We Based on compute information gain ratio of thresholds, we select threshold that information gain ratio is the biggest to split D into two subsets. Begin X is attibute have GainRatio or GainRatioHA is the biggest; L.Label = Attribute name X; If (L is fuzzy attribute) Then Begin T = Threshold have GainRatio HA is the biggest; S1 = {Ix i |Ix i ⊆ L, Ix i ≤ T }; S1.Father node = L; S1.Attribute = L.Attribute − X;
If (L is continuous attribute) then Begin T = Threshold have GainRatio is the biggest; S 1 = {x i |x i ∈ L, x i ≤ T }; S1.Father node = L; S1.Attribute = L.Attribute -X;
S2.Father node = L; S2.Attribute = L.Attribute -X;
S i . Father node = L; S i .Attribute = L.Attribute −X ; S = S + S i ; End; S = S − L; End; End;
Evaluting algorithm
For m is number of the attribute, n is number of training sample set, the complex of the C4.5 algorithm is O(m × n × log n). In the HAC4.5 algorithm, the first, we loss O(n 2 ) for each fuzzy attribute, we partitive the fuzzy intervals. After that, the complex of the algorithm at loop step by attribute m i is O(n × log n) if m i is not fuzzy attribute, otherwise, then complex of the algorithm is O(n × n × log n) because we additional losses O(n) to finding the thresholds of the fuzzy intervals for this attribute. Thus, the complex of the HAC4.5 algorithm is O(m × n 2 × log n).
The soundness of the algorithm is inferred from soundness of the C4.5 algorithm and matching method in section 2.
Because used idea of the C4.5 algorithm so at this division node cannot division by partial k, avoid situation spread by horizontally, thus, the result tree not overfitting. Additional the cost O(n) is not too big should be can accept in the training process, moreover, the training process only done once and used to predict for several times. Due to the partition of the training process based on the concept of interval partition correlation, so the fuzzy decision tree will be obtained can be used to predict in the case by point or interval become advantages for the process of prediction.
Experimental evaluation
Experimental programs is installed in the Java language (Eclipse Mars Release (4.5.0) by computer with configuration: Processor Intel Core T M i5-2450 CPU @2.50GHz (4CPUs), 2.50 GHz, RAM 4GB, System type 64 bit for three algorithms: the C4.5, based on point homogenise matching method and interval matching by HAC4.5 with two the training sample sets are Mushroom and Adult.
-The training sample set Mushroom there are more 8000 records include 22 attributes, there are two attributes Habitat and Population contain precise data and imprecise data. We have divided 5000 records for the training sample set, in 3000 records remain, we random select 2000 records for testing.
-The training sample set Adult 40000 records include 14 attributes contain discrete data, continuous data, logic and imprecise data, there aretwo attributes Age and HoursPerWeek containprecise data and imprecise data. We have divided 20000 records for the training sample set, in 20000 records remain, we random select 5000 records for testing. We already homogenise the sample set based on the point matching method and then we used this sample set for tree training so have to defined hedge algebras corresspoding the fuzzy attribute and the cost to homogenise original value should take time longer than the C4.5 algorithm.
Because, initially, we through the process of building the hedge algebras for the fuzzy attribute and the cost to convert the value into sub interval of [0, 1], moreover, at each loop step to need additional time to divided select, so the HAC4.5 algorithm is possibly slow than other algorithms.
-The predictable result. Because the C4.5 algorithm ignore vague values in the sample set, only interest the precise values so loss data in the fuzzy attribute, thus predictable results not good.
At the fuzzy attribute, we will be building a hedge algebra and use it to homogenise the training sample set by point matching, then we are obtained the homogenise training sample set include precise data and imprecise data, so the result tree is trained will be better. However, in this case, predictable result not good, because for the partitive by fuzzy point will be errors corresponding the precise values at division point.
The predictable result of the HAC4.5 is the best of all, because in the tree training process, we already process vague values but the precise values not change, so there is no errors in partition process.
Although the HAC4.5 to spend more time for training process but it is an effectively method because the result tree with predictable better than other algorithms. Furthermore, we only doing the training process one that predictable based on result tree can doing several times. So, the cost of time of the HAC4.5 algorithm is acceptable.
Conclusions
The fuzzy decision tree classification problem is an important role in the process of data mining. However, the fuzzy decision tree classification based on fuzzy set theory have many disadvantages. The hedge algebra have many advantages has become a really useful tool for solving the decision tree classification problems. Recognizing the limitations of quantitative semantics methods the training process, the paper was used hedge algebra to proposed a fuzzy interval matching method, it was based on a new method to inductive learning fuzzy decision tree used the algorithm HAC4.5 effectively was proposed. The time optimization of the HAC4.5 algorithm will be consider in the future paper.
